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SUMMARY
The research results described here are intended to enhance the effectiveness of the
DATALINK interface that is scheduled by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to
be deployed during the 1990's to improve the safety of various aspects of aviation.
While voice has a natural appeal as the preferred means of communication both among
humans themselves and between humans and machines--as the form of
communication that people find most convenient m, the complexity and flexibility of
natural language are problematic, because of the confusions and misunderstandings
that can arise as a result of ambiguity, unclear reference, intonation peculiarities, implicit
inference, and presupposition. The DATALINK interface will avoid many of these
problems by replacing voice with vision and speech with written instructions. This report
describes results achieved to date on an on-going research effort to refine the protocol
of the DATALINK system so as to avoid many of the linguistic problems that still remain
in the visual mode. In particular, a working prototype DATALINK simulator system has
been developed consisting of an unambiguous, context-free grammar and parser,
based on the current air-traffic-control language and incorporated into a visual display
involving simulated touch-screen buttons and three levels of menu screens. The system
is written in the C programming language and runs on the Macintosh II computer. After
reviewing work already done on the project, new tasks for further development are
described.
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1. The Prototype DATALINK Simulator
Work to this point has resulted in the construction of a prototype DATALINK simulator,
consisting of an unambiguous, context-free grammar and parser, based on the current
air-traffic-control (ATC)language and incorporated into a visual display involving
simulated touch-screen buttons and three levels of menu screens. The system is written
in the C programming language and runs on the Macintosh II computer.
a. The Visual Interface
Examples of the sorts of message that the system can now handle are listed in Figure 1.
A software block diagram for the system as a whole, with the independently modifiable
parser indicated in dotted lines, is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 illustrates a mock top-
level screen in the upper left; the actual system has moreNand more
meaningful N icons. The upper right shows the upper portion of a mock second-level
screen of tokens; in the actual system, these depend on which top-level icon was
invoked to call the second-level screen. Below the second-level screen is a smaller
window, which shares the screen with the window above it. This smaller window echoes
the user's selections and enables the user to continue on with a message, or to start
over in the event of error. If a message is legal, as stated in the grammar, then it is
transmitted to the recipient and cleared from the window; the user can then return to the
top-level window, or continue with another message from the same window. If the
message is illegal, it remains in the window, and an alert box appears. Figure 4 shows
the over-all screen design, which includes an upper window for scrolling in-coming
messages. The top-level window uses the entire balance of the screen for icons;
second-level windows include the confirmation/echo window at the bottom.
In its present form, the simulator demonstrates the developing grammar, exercises the
grammar in a realistic context, and paves the way for a more fully developed DATALINK
system. In effect, it functions as a proof-of-concept by revealing non-obvious design
issues and demonstrating the relative feasibility of relevant design choices. It also raises
some ergonomic issues which will be dealt with in the next stage of research. A more
detailed account of the innards of the system is given in Appendix A.
Weather area between 1 o'clock and 3 o'clock 7 miles.
4 mile band of chaff from 10 miles south of Boston VORTAC to 20 miles north of
Baltimore VORTAC.
Traffic alert 9 o'clock, 5 miles, eastbound, converging. Advise you turn right heading 045
and climb to flight level 190 immediately.
Hold short of runway.
Flock of geese, 6 o'clock 4 miles northbound, last reported at altitude 15 thousand 7
hundred.
Contact Logan ground 131.1.
Wind shear alerts all quadrants. Centerfield wind north at 30 knots varying to northeast
at 20 knots.
Maintain flight level 203 10 miles past Chicago VORTAC.
Reduce speed by 30 knots.
Descend and maintain altitude 16 thousand 3 hundred. Then reduce speed by 10 knots.
Figure 1: Examples of Legal Messages
for the DATALINK Simulator System
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b. The Protocol. Grammar. and Parser
The grammar that the parser accepts is based on the communications protocol, or
phraseology, specified in the Air Traffic Control handbook
(document number 7110.65E), with change pages effective June 6, 1989. The syntax
used to specify the phraseology in the handbook is often ambiguous; therefore, a more
precise syntax is used here to document the grammar accepted by the parser. That
syntax is presented in Appendix B.
The grammar itself comprises a set of tokens and a set of phrases. The tokens are
basic units of the grammar that are used throughout the phrases, for example, fix,
altitude and heading. With only a few exceptions, both the tokens and phrases
accepted by the parser follow precisely the specification contained in the handbook. The
only exceptions fall in one of two categories: either the token/phrase is
incomplete--i.e., the parser accepts a restricted version of that specified in the
handbook-- or the phrase has been intentionally modified. The latter category includes
only three phrases, all of which were developed in the earliest stage of the project, when
there was still some anticipation of a near-future migration to a voice recognition
interface. Fairly minor changes were made to those phrases in an attempt to eliminate
areas of potential confusion that would be especially troublesome in an audio (rather
than a visual) system interface environment. Further such changes can still be
introduced later, in the event that the migration to audio does become desirable.
The incomplete and revised tokens and phrases are listed in Appendix C. The complete,
non-modified tokens and phrases are listed in Appendix D. Each token and phrase is
preceded by the paragraph number in the handbook where it is specified. In the case of
the revised phrases, the original phrase is listed first, exactly as it appears in the
handbook, with the modified version following, in the syntax presented in Appendix Bo
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A number of tokens and phrases described in the handbook were incorporated into the
grammar accepted by the parser only partially or not at all because of ambiguity in the
handbook specification or because of a total lack of phraseology. Instances of
inconsistencies in the handbook specification are listed in Appendix E, while instances
of insufficient phraseology are presented in Appendix F. Appendices E and F cover
material up through Section 3-8 of the handbook.
Technical notes on the parser itself are provided in Appendix G. These notes pertain
only to the parser generated by lex and yacc/bison. They do not cover the modifications
made to port the parser to the Macintosh. Notes on these are given in appendix A.
2. The CALLBACK Language-errors DatabasP,
Work to this point has also resulted in the construction of a database of actual aviation-
related language errors, compiled from NASA-Ames Research Center's CALLBACK
newsletter. All language errors reported in CALLBACK through March 1989 are
included in the database. The database was written using the Factfinder database
management system for free-form text and runs on the Macintosh Plus computer. Each
instance of an aviation-related language error is recorded on a separate "fact-sheet"
record, along with an identification of the issue of CALLBACK in which it was reported,
and can be accessed by means of key words that describe the grammatical nature of
the error, the aviation-relevance of the error, by whom it was reported, and other
potentially relevant characteristics. Two example records are given in Figure 5. The first
is accessed by entering any of the keywords: 1979, August 79, controller,
interference, No. 2, noise, or not; the second is accessed by entering any of the
keywords: 1986, clearance, controller, inaccuracies in content, No. 87, pilot, or
September 86. The designation "p. la" indicates that this is the first listed example from
page 1 of the indicated issue of CALLBACK. A complete list of all keywords throughwhich
recordsmay be accessed, withtheirfrequencies,as printed bythe database itself,is givenin AppendixH.
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3. Further Work
There are four tasks that remain to be carried out for the completion of the DATALINK
simulator system: 1. interface optimization, 2. parser optimization, 3. grammar
augmentation, and 4. interface augmentation. It is anticipated that that these tasks
will be completed during the coming year. Tasks 1 and 2, though conceptually distinct,
necessarily overlap and influence each other, and the same is true of tasks 3 and 4.
Tasks 1 and 2 lay the groundwork for phases 3 and 4, which lead to a finished product.
It is anticipated that the result of these four tasks, to be completed by September, 1990,
will be a working prototype system suitable for testing on controllers and control
subjects, with full-scale testing to take place at NASA-Ames Research Center during the
summer of 1991. The months leading up to the summer of 1991, will be concerned
primarily with designing and arranging for suitable experimental tests. Some refinement
of the working system may also be done at that time, as relevant ideas emerge through
the test design process.
a. Interface Ootimization
The first task for the coming year will consist in incorporating into the prototype
interface features that are ergonomically desirable but that have not as yet been
implemented. For example, there is a need to reorganize the windows in such a way as
to distinguish clearly between messages that are needed regularly in routine work and
messages that need be made available only in special circumstances, such as
emergencies, dangerous weather, or exceptionally heavy traffic. This is one of the
features that the FAA has listed as desirable characteristics of a DATALINK interface. It
will also make for a more efficient classification of the types of messages required in the
two kinds of circumstances. Furthermore, there is a need to introduce pop-up windows
for alternatives, rather than having them always present on the screen. This will serve to
reduce the number of items on the screen at one time by ensuring that items appear
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only when they are actually relevant to the current concerns of the user. As well as
eliminating distractions, this will also provide more room on the screen for larger buttons
for the relevant items, a feature that will become increasingly important, as the system
moves from the current Macintosh mouse simulation to an actual touch screen.
b. Parser ODtimizati0n
The second task for the coming year will consist in incorporating into the prototype
parsing system features that are ergonomically desirable but that have not as yet been
implemented. For example, there is a need to have parsing done in real time, so that
the user is informed immediately when he has entered an erroneous message, rather
than having to enter a corrected one after the first message is rejected. Rejection should
also be accompanied by some information as to just what was wrong with the incorrect
statement and, perhaps, some suggestions for how to correct it. The current character-
by-character backspacing mechanism must also be made more flexible, to maximize
ease of correcting. The issue of parser vs. interface must be addressed as well. Since
the interface is visual, with something of a menu character, some of the constraints
required by the grammar can be incorporated directly in the interface design. The need
for such features as range restrictions, co-occurrence relations, and optionality of items
makes it unlikely that all grammatical constraints can be handled in this way, without
massive overburdening of computer memory capacity, but exactly how much can and
should, without sacrificing efficiency and ergonomic considerations, remains to be
determined.
c. Grammar Augmentation
The third task for the coming year will consist in expanding to the maximum possible
extent the fragment of the protocol that the system is able to handle. Once the issues in
tasks a. and b. have been resolved and their solutions implemented, it will be a
relatively simple matter to incorporate much more of the language into the grammar,
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thereby making it amenable to incorporation into the interface. No new issues or
problems of principle are anticipated in this phase, but considerations of memory
limitation and/or processor speed may have to be taken into account.
d. Interface Augmentation
The fourth task for the coming year will consist in expanding the interface to
accommodate the growing fragment of the protocol, as more and more of the language
is incorporated into the grammar. As in phase c., no new issues or problems of principle
are anticipated in this phase; however, even more attention will have to be paid to
considerations of memory limitation and/or processor speed, especially if the dynamic
nesting of pop-up windows requires more than three levels.
The current issue of the excellent Journal of The Air Traffic Control Association has an
editorial on air/ground communications and the dangers of partially blocked messages,
non-standard phraseology, and plain misunderstandings. As an example, the Editor
cites the use of "NOT". "Some controllers still use such non-standard phraseologies as
'CROSS WARWICK NOT ABOVE 6000 FEET'. Consider the implications if a spike of
noise happens to come along and blot out the word 'NOT'."
- Callback, No. 2, August 1979, p. 1
•.. level at FL 230. Controller requested our flight " maintain 280 (two eight oh)".
Since we were in light turbulence I said "ok" to the first officer; he read back that we
were "cleared to maintain 280 (two eight oh)"; I started to climb. At 240 the controller
said, "return to 230; that 280 was for airspeed." (all very calmly)...
- Callback, No. 87, September 1986, p. la
Figure 5: Two Example Records from CALLBACK Language-errors Database
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APPENDIX A: The DATALINK Simulator System
The simulator partitions the Macintosh II screen into three rectangular windows. The
uppermost of these windows displays incoming messages from another system, such
as an aircraft cockpit. The middle screen is a collection of icons representing various
topics in the ATC vocabulary, such as bird warnings or vectoring. Double clicking an
icon will cause a "menu" (not to be confused with a Macintosh pull-down menu) to be
displayed in the middle window, overlaying the icon menu. A given menu consists of a
series of buttons containing key words or phrases in the lexicon. The buttons are
arranged to correspond to legal sentences in the grammar. Some items, such as
numbers, occur with such frequency that they have been placed near the bottom of
each menu. In some cases, such as weather warnings, a menu may be so complex that
it requires sub-menus. In this instance the user must pass through an additional layer of
icons before reaching a button menu.
The user selects the text from a button by clicking it with a mouse; the keyboard is not
used at all in this touch-screen simulation. As each button is clicked, the corresponding
text is added to a sentence being developed in the undermost window. A backspace
button is provided to correct erroneous choices; an OK button indicates when the
sentence is complete. Once the sentence is developed and OK'ed, it is sent to a parser.
Failure to parse is indicated by an alert box, while successfully parsed sentences are
passed to the serial port and on to a recipient, another Macintosh i1. The user can then
select CANCEL to return to the previous level of menu or can continue to create
sentences from the current menu.
Prooram Develooment and Oreanization
The simulator software was built around a public domain application skeleton called
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TransSkel. The TransSkel package provided the basic tools to manipulate Macintosh
windows and to respond to events. TransSkel (and the simulator) are based on the
Lightspeed C compiler for the Macintosh computer. Lightspeed provides a C
development environment for the Macintosh; documentation for that environment can be
obtained from Symantec Corp., which distributes the compiler. Generally, C programs
are organized as entities called "projects" in the Lightspeed vernacular and are indicated
by an icon of a black square within a white square. Double clicking a project icon will
reveal a series of menus and a list of program modules in the project (a project is a
single linked piece of code).
The main program in the DATALINK simulator is called datalink.c. The "main" routine
can be found at the end. Datalink.c is an engine which displays and interprets icons and
menus and builds sentences for the parser based on user selected buttons. It can be
termed an engine because it knows little or nothing about the contents of a given menu.
All menus and icons are contained in a Macintosh "resource file" called
"datalink.proj.rsrc". The contents of this file can be altered or completely replaced to
produce an entirely different result when processed by the DATALINK program, as long
as the parser has also been appropriately replaced. The support/expansion of the
project will occur in three major areas:
The DATALINK engine (datalink.c)
The parser (y.tab.c and lex.yy.c)
The resource file (datalink.rsrc)
The datalink engine operates through several dialogues/windows on the Macintosh.
Most of the dialogues have an assortment of "buttons" to "press". Each button
represents a text string; the whole dialogue represents a datalink "menu" such as
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"altitude". In some cases, such as "weather", a dialogue/menu may be complex enough
to warrant several sub-dialogues/sub-menus. In this case the top-level dialogue will
have icons representing each sub-dialogue that may be selected. The main menu
(highest level) has only icons, each representing a specific DATALINK topic, such as
bird reports, weather, and so on.
In addition to the "menu" dialogues two specialized dialogues exist. These two each
consist only of a static text box. One dialogue is for the display of incoming messages
and the other is for the display of outgoing messages; the messages formed as a user
picks buttons in one of the menus. These two dialogues go at the top and bottom of the
screen (respectively) while the menu dialogues overlay each other in the center.
A mouse "hit" by a user generates an "event" in the Macintosh. These events are
handled by a routine called "Event". The routine determines if the item "picked" by the
mouse (causing the event to be generated) was an icon or some text. In the case of an
icon, a mask is used to determine the ID of the menu to display (which is then
displayed). A text hit may be a special case (e.g. "QUIT") or a text string from a menu
button. In the latter case the string is appended to the message/sentence being formed
and displayed in the "outgoing" box. An "OK" button signals that the text should be
parsed and then sent out if the parse is successful. An unsuccessful parse will generate
an alert box. Once the appropriate action has been taken the engine waits for the next
event.
The primary purpose of the engine is to execute a "forever" loop of event processing
and dialogue display. The dialogues are all obtained from a resource file (see below)
and are initialized as part of the software start-up. The resource file must have a
dialogptr (dialogue pointer) initialized for each dialogue in the datalink.c module.
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Existing dialogues can be modified without touching the engine; only the resource file
needs to be updated (a resource file can be buried in an application). New
menus/dialogues need to have "their" pointers and ID's added to the datalink.c file.
The main routine of datalink.c is located near the bottom of the file. This routine does
some initialization. In addition to it and the Event routine, a number of small utility
routines exist within datalink.c:
TmpDialog
SetDCtl
SetDText
pprintf
creates second and third level dialogues (menus)
turns the debug check box on/off in the main menu
sets the string in a dialogs static text
replaces printf--used to write
instead of console
text to dialog box
display_incoming
Close
Clobber
DoFileMenu
DoAbout
prints received serial data in a dialog window
closes a dialog box
remove dialog resource and close
handles the file menu at screen top
under the apple menu - the "about datalink"
DemoDialog sets up first level dialogues
OpenSerial
GetData
SendData
opens the serial communications port
gets incoming serial data into a local buffer
outputs successfully parsed messages to a serial port
In addition to these local routines some routines are found in the TransSkel.c module
where they are documented. These include routines such as SkelWoa ("kill" the
program) or Skellnit. Books such as Inside Macintosh. Volumes I - V document all of the
routines in the Macintosh library.
2O
The parser has been developed on the Vax computer using two standard Unix tools, lex
and yacc, and then ported to the Macintosh II. There are two source files containing the
definition of the parser, which are called here lex.src and yacc.src and which must be
processed by the corresponding utility to yield lex.yy.c and y.tab.c. Several relatively
painless changes must be made in order to make the Vax version of the parser
compatible with the Macintosh DATALINK engine:
The word "OVER" was used in the original Vax version to indicate an end of session. In
the Macintosh version it is just another phrase; a "caret" (^) now terminates each
phrase/phrase group to force the parser to return a status. The change must be made in
both lex.src and yacc.src. To lex.src the line
"^" (caret);
was added, right after a similar line for "OVER"; this location is not critical, however. In
yacc.src the definition of "OVER" had to be changed to be a simple phrase, so the lines
I phrase OVER
yyclearin;
were added right after the lines for "STOP" (but before the terminating ";"). The
"definition" for "end" was then changed from "OVER" to "caret". The actual lines are
end : caret
It is also necessary that the word caret appear in the TOKEN LIST at the start of the file.
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The other major change is to change all occurrences of "printf" to "pprintf" in yacc.src.
The parser ordinarily prints out an inverted parse tree via the printf statements. This
must not happen by default in the Macintosh version. Furthermore, printf defaults to the
system console, a special window on the Macintosh.; pprintf is a routine in the
DATALINK engine that will print to the DATALINK's own window.
Once the above changes have been made, lex.src and yacc.src can be processed. A
Sun workstation was used to do this, but any Unix (or compatible) system should do just
as well. The commands to do this are:
lex lex.src
yacc yacc.src
The resulting files, lex.yy.c and y.tab.c, could then be included in the DATALINK
simulator. However, there are several changes to lex.yy.c which must be made. First,
there is a redundant definition which must be removed; the Lightspeed compiler will not
accept it. The actual line:
#deft ne N LSTATE yyprevious-YYN EWLIN E
occurs both near the top of lex.yy.c and at around line 2329; the second occurrence was
commented out. Also, the following two lines must be deleted:
#define output(c) putc(c,yyout)
#define input() (((yytchar=yysptr>yysbuf?U(*--yysptr): getc(yyin))
==10 ?(yyli ne no++,yytchar):yytchar==EOF ?0 :yytc h a r)
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The first of these will cause output to the console under certain circumstances. It is
replaced by a null routine in the file "lex.h", which also includes a redefinition of the
second line. The new definition looks for input from a special structure called yystr, a
pointer to a string to be parsed, instead of from yyin (standard in). The DATALINK
engine points yystr to the user-generated phrase to be parsed and then calls yyparse0
to do the parsing.
Finally, to get all of the new definitions, the file "lex.h" must be included. It was included
right after the line
#define NEWLINE 10
so that the new version looks like this:
#define NEWLINE 10
#include "lex.h"
There is a potential problem with the Lightspeed compiler as the grammar grows in size.
Static memory is limited to 32k bytes. If a future version of the parser causes this limit to
be exceeded then remedial action must be taken. This is described in the Lightspeed
manual and involves allocating memory from the heap. Since the parser uses a lot of
pre-initialized tables, the allocated memory must be similarly initialized, perhaps from an
input file. At this point these issues are merely a concern, rather than an actual problem.
The modified lex.yy.c and y.tab.c can be downloaded to a Macintosh (or even modified
on the Macintosh) and included in the DATALINK simulator folder. They should replace
previous versions of lex.yy.c and y.tab.c.
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The Resource File
Modifvina an Existina Resource
ResEdit is a utility used to modify a resource file. The resource file is accessed by the
"engine" portion of DATALINK in order to display menus/icons/alerts. Since the
information in a resource file is nearly transparent to the engine, the appearance and/or
information content of one or more menus (DATALINK menus - collection of icons and
text buttons) can be altered without changes or re-compilation to the "project".
Double clicking on ResEdit will start the editor, and a list of disks/folders will be
displayed. Repeated double clicking of folders will reach the folder which contains the
resource desired for editing. In some instances only the executable program (e.g.
"demo") will need to be edited. Alterations to the executable code affect only it; future
versions built from the "project" file will not contain any changes. Alterations to the
project resource file (which is incorporated into each application built by the "project"
software) will be put into each new application (such as demo). The project resource file
is currently named "datalink.proj.rsrc", although this name could be changed in the
future.
Once an application or resource file has been double clicked, a list of resource
categories (e.g. DLOG, ICON, DATA, ALRT) will be presented. ICONs and DLOGs are
the categories most commonly used by the DATALINK software. To change an ICON
double click on "ICON" in the list and then double click the "replica" of the ICON whose
alteration is desired. This will bring up the icon in a Macpaint type "fat bits" editor (an
enlarged 32 x 32 grid). Toggle the squares (bits) to be turned on/off by clicking on them
with the mouse. The results can be saved by clicking the "close" box of each window
until an alert box appears which asks "Save 'filename' before closing?"; answer "Yes".
"Quit" on the pull-down menu for "File" may then be selected. The changes made will
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appear in the application that was edited when the application is run. If a project
resource file was edited, the changes will appear in the next application built or when
"Run" is chosen in one of the project pull-down menus.
A DLOG (dialogue) may be edited in a similar way. Double click DLOG, and then double
click the appropriate DLOG ID. The window will contain a miniature replica of the menu
displayed by DATALINK (e.g. a menu for "chk speed"). Double clicking on the replica
will expand it to a full sized "menu" displayed in a window. Button entries can be
selected by clicking them once. They can be dragged or re-sized; all windows in
ResEdit can be dragged, if necessary. Double clicking a button will open it so that the
text it contains can be altered. To get rid of a button, select it and then choose "Cut"
from the "Edit" pull-down menu. To create a new button choose "New" from the "File"
menu. This will result in a window with some selections to make. "Button" is the default
choice; there are other types of controls which DATALINK typically does not use. The
button is "enabled" by default. This means when a button is clicked (running the
application) an "event" will happen; it should be kept that way, or the button will be dead.
There will be an editable text box. Change the text from "NEW" to the word or phrase
desired for the button. The ATC grammar is case-sensitive, so upper and lower case
should be carefully distinguished. Once all of the changes have been made (to one or
more DLOGs), then close as described above for ICONs.
Adding a New Resource
New menus and their icons can be added to the file "datalink.proj.rsrc". To add an icon
proceed as above until the window with the icon replicas is open. Choose "New" from
the "File" pull-down menu. The same fat bits editor will be activated; create the desired
icon. The new icon must have an ID that will correspond to the menu (DLOG) it is being
created for. The following system is used. We add 10,000 to the ID of the DLOG to yield
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the icon ID. When the icon is double clicked by a user we subtract 10,000 to determine
which menu (DLOG) to display. By convention level one (main menu) DLOGs (menus)
have ID's between 1000 and 1999, level two (sub-menus) between 2000 and 2999, etc.
Determine the next available DLOG ID which will correspond to the icon before
beginning to create an icon. The following process is used to give an icon a specific ID
(by default all new resources are given a "random" non-conflicting ID which can be
changed to another unique number by the ResEdit user):
With
choose "Get Info" from the the "file" pull-down menu.
Change the ID number to the desired
(corresponding DLOG ID +10000).
the current ICON open or selected,
one
To create a new DLOG proceed as in editing an existing DLOG but choose "New" from
the "File" pull-down menu once the list of DLOGs is displayed. A window with the new
menu will be displayed. The window will display the DLOG ID in its title/drag bar. The
new menu (displayed in miniature as an "inner" window) will need to be sized. Click on
the forenamed title/drag bar of the "outer" window. Then use the "Display as Text" from
the "DLOG" pull-down menu (top menu bar- right-most) to open an information box.
The window coordinates can be entered in the appropriate box; they should match
those for the "main menu". A title can be added, if desired. The same box will also
receive the ReslD for the DLOG; this is explained below. Double click (open) the "inner"
window (menu being created) and create buttons and text as above. Once the menu is
as desired, the ID can be changed to be the appropriate one as follows:
With the DLOG opened
choose "Get Info" from the "File"
Change the ID to the appropriate one.
or selected,
pull-down menu.
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With the DLOG opened, click on its title/drag bar.
Choose "Display as Text" from the pull-down
called "DLOG" Change the reslD
to the DLOG ID number you used in the last step.
Double click the created "menu" within the DLOG
Choose "Get Info" from the "File" pull-down
Change the DITL ID to be the same as the DLOG ID.
window.
menu.
Note." Sometimes a new icon or DLOG will not show up in a list, until the ICON or DLOG
list is closed and re-opened.
Appropriate defines and DialogPtrs to the datalink.c program will also need to be added.
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I ,r ,APPENDIXB:SYNTAXFORGRA31MARDEFINTrION
• All upper case letters indicate that the words are to be spoken ,,erbatim
• All lower case letters enclosed in angle brackets indicate "to.,ens", ie, variables the
syntax of which has been previously defined
• Text in italics followed by a colon is used to specify conditions for alternative phra _es
• Brackets indicate that the enclosed data may or may not be applicable
• Braces indicate that the enclosed data represents a description of what is to be said
• Parentheses are used for grouping or to set off explanatory text cindicated by italics}
• A slash indicates that one of the two words which the slash separates is to be selec-_=d
• A vertical line, generally used in conjunction with parentheses, indicates that one or
the two groups of words which the vertical line separates is to be selected
• An ampersand indicates that both words or phrases separated by the ampersand are
to be used
• When alternatives are provided for entire sentences, they are separated by an "or"
indented on one line
• A double plus sign indicates one or more repetitions of the preceding token: a plus
sign followed by a number indicates that the preceding token should be repeated for
a total equal to the given number
Example:
MAINTAIN/CRUISE <altitude>.
Of"
MAINTAIN <altitude> (UNTIL <time> I PAST <f,x> I <digit++> \IlLES/MINUTES PAST
<fix>}.
where altitude has been previously defined as:
If the n_mber of feet is less than 18,000:
-_LTITUDE <digit++> THOUSAND [<digit> HUNDRED]
else:
FLIGHT LEVEL <digit++>
where digit, time and fix have also been previously defined.
i" YAPPENDIXC:RE$SED&INCOMPLETEGi AMMARFRAGMENTS
Token Definitions:
! 2-85) : <al t i tude>
(2-17b): <ffunct ion>
(2-92): <fix>
2-86): <fname>
2-85k): <frequency>
2-85h): <heading>
(2-17b): <lname>
2-85c): <ltime>
2-9l): <navaid>
2-_51): <speed>
2-85c_: <time>
2-2la(l)):<azimuth>
2-85f): <altimeter>
If the number of feet is less th,:'.,z 18.000:
ALTITUDE <digit++> _ Tt OUSAND [<digit> HUNDRED]
else:
FLIGHT LEVEL <digit++>'
NOTE: this definition is incomplete in that it does not
provide for MDA/DH altitudes (2-85b(3)1
ffacility function)
NOTE: currently includes several functions, eg, Center
(<lname> <navaid> [ <lname> (DME FIX ] WAY POINT ]
<radial>] <localizer> [ <fix-azimuth>_
NOTE: definitions for radiat, localizerand fix-azimuth
(unnamed fixes--2-92a) have not yet been provided, as tiaere
are too many unknowns
(facility name)
NOTE: currently includes_--'veral fac_lities, eg. Logan
<digit++> [(.<digit>[<digit>] ] KH71I _
HEADING <digit++>
{location name)
NOTE: currently includes several cities, eg, Boston
(local time indicator)
NOTE: currently includesonly EST. \1. PT
VOR/VORTAC/TACAN
<digit++> _ KNOTS
• digit++>[ZULL [<digit+-,-. <tt_me:.]]
NOTE: ctJrrently there _s no soace bet,aeen the fourth digit
and the _ord ZULL- thi, siaoulcl be chang_u.
<digit++>" O'CLOCK
ALTIMETER <digit++> *
Eventually• a subroutine needs to be added to check that the gi_eu number is within
an appropriate range for the given token.
(2-88_"
I2-;_Oc)'
(2-z2a)"
(2-22a)
<c r,':.ft- type> type of aircraft
NOIE: currently includes only DC-8 and .Apache
<LMF-color> color of L/MF airway
NOTE currently includes only red and blue /not clear-
whether more are needed).
<bi r'd-spec_es> type of bird
NOTE: currently includes only ducks, geese, gulls. _parrows
<b i rd- s i ze > size of bird
NOTE: currently includes only small, large
Incomplete
(,2-103c) :
phrases due to ambiguity in ATC Manual:
(WEATHER ] CHAFF) AREA BETWEEN <azimuth> AND <azimuth> <miles:,.
or
<digit++> MILE BAND OF (WEATHER [ CHAFF) FRG): [<miles> <direction,-
OF] <fix> TO [<miles> <direction> OF] <fix>,
or
<digit> INTENSE WEATHER ECHO BETWEEN <azimuth> AND <azimuth>
<miles>. MO_,!NG <direction> AT <digit++> KNOTS TOPS <altitude>,
NOTE: tile initial digit and the following adjective need to fall w_thin a
prescribed range.
or
DEVIATION APPROVED,
NOTE: this completephras alternr _ve reads as follows:
DEVIAIION APPROVED, (restrictioz _ if necessary), ADVISE WHEN
ABLE TO:
RETURN TO COURSE
or
RESUME NORMAL NAVIGATION,
or
FLY <heading>,
or
PROCEED DIRECT TO <fix>. UNABLE DEVIATION.
NOTE: this complete phrase alternative includes the following
directions at the end of the phrase:
{state possible alternative courses of action_
Revised phrases related to confusion between homonyms:
(5-10la): INCRE_,SE/REDUCESPEED TO (specified speed in knots), or rO,IACH
(math number), or (number of knots) KNOTS.
Revised: (ACCELERATE ] [IF PRACTICAL, ]SLOW) TOISPEED <speed> ] <roach
number>)
or
IINCREASE I [IF PRACTICAL, ] REDUCE SPEED BY {<number> KNOTS I <mach
number>).
Oi_IGINAL PAGE !_
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APPENDIXD:NON-MODIFIED(ANDCOMPLETE)GRAMMARPHRASES
Token Definitions:
(2-85a):
(2-851):
(2-21a(2)):
(2-21a(2)):
(2-21a(2)):
<digit>
<mach number>
<direction>
<quad>
<location>
0/l/2/3/4/5/0/7/8/9
MACH [1].<digit> [<digit>]
<quad> ] <location>
NORTH/SOUTH/ EAST I WESr
NORTHEAST l NORTHWEST I SOUTHEAST I
SOUTHWEST
(2-21a(3))'
(2-2la(4))"
<miles> <digit++> MILES
<relative-movement> CLOSING[ CONVERGING I PARALLEL I
OPPOSITE I DIVERGING I OVERTAKING I
CROSSINGtLEFT TO RIGHT RIGHT TO
LEFT)
(2-90): <route> VICTOR <digit++> [ROMEO I <locati,:-n>]
or
J <digit++> [ROMEO],
or
< LMF-color> <digit++>.
or
NORTH AMERICAN ROUTE <digit++>,
or
I[R )_,RI <digit++>.
Legal Phrases:
(2-17b): CONTACT (<fname> I <lname>) <ffunction> [<frequel_.cy>l [.AT (<time>
I <altitude-,I].
' :f[:<>
(2-17c): CHANGE TO MY FREOUEXCY <frequency--.
(2-17d)" REMAIN THIS FREOUENCY.
2-oa)" LOW ALTITUDE ALERT, CHECK YOL'R ALrlTLDE IMMEDIATELY. THE
((MEA] MVA ] MOCA ] MIA)IN _ OUR AREA i MD k i DH_ IS <altitude-,
2-bb)" TRAFFIC .ALERT [<azimuth> I <direction.,. , mile, .. [_quad>BOUND].
<relative-movement>]. ADVISE YOU [TURN LEFT I RIGHT [<heading>] .AND]
CLIMB I DESCEND [TO <altitude>] IMMED[ATELY.
2-21a)- TRAFFIC. <azimuth> I <direction>. ,miles>. [<_:uad,BOUND].
<relative-movement>, [<craft-type>. ] <altitude> I ALTITUDE UNKNO_N.
O_2_NAL e,_G£ fg
O_ II,OOM _a.t.t_rl"f
(2-21a('8): [<azimuth>l <direction>l TRAFFIC NO LONGER A FACTOR.
(2-/tb): TRAFFIC. (<miles> ] <digit++> MINUTES; <direction> OF <fname> I <fix>,
<direction>BOUND. [<craft-type>, ] <alt :uc_>l ALTITUDE UNKNOWN.
ESTIMATED <fix.> <time>.
Or
TRAFFIC, NUMEROUS TARGETS VICINITY <fname> [ <fix>i
(2-22a): FLOCK OF (<bird-species> ] [<bird-size>] BIRDS). :direction>BOUND
ALONG <route> [ <azimuth> <miles> <direction>BOUND [ VICINITY (<fname I
<fix>)), (LAST REPORTED AT <altitude> I ALTITUDE UNKNOWN),
or
NUMEROUS FLOCKS (<bird-species> ] [<bird-size.-] BIRDS), VICINITY
(<fname I <fix>), (LAST REPORTED AT <altitude> i ALTITUDE UNKNOWN).
(2-102c): REOUEST FLIGHT CONDITIONS. REOUEST FLIGHT ('ONDITIONS(OVER
<fix>[ ALONG PRESENT ROUTE [ BEI_EEN <.fix> and <fix>).
(2-llOb) :
__3-7b) :
(3-S):
THE <fname> [<time>] <altimeter>.
HOLD (SHORT OF RUNWAY) [ (IN POSITION).
WIND SHEAR (ALERT)] (ALERTS (TWO I SEVERAL t ALL) OUADRANTS.
CENTERFIELD WIND <direction> AT <speed> (. <direction> BOUNDARY
WIND <direction> AT <speed>) ] (VARYING TO <direction> AT <speed>).
APPENDIXE:LNCONSISTENCIESI TH GRAMMARSPECIFICATION
!-24:
2-2l:
2-21a:
2-22:
2-85k( 3 ) :
3-%(3)"
4-89:
5-lOlb< 1 ):
MLS (Microwave Landing System) has been omitted from the list oF abbreviatio_:s.
Phraseology is ambiguou . From procedural description and examples, it appears
that phraseology should ;cad:
TRAFFIC, (<number> O'CLOCK I <direction>), <nutvber> MILES,
(<direction>-BOUND &/] <relative movement>, & if known: [<aircraft type>],
(<altitude> I ALTITUDE UNKNOWN).
The third example is misplaced; it belongs under Section 2-2lb.
The phraseology is incorrect:
FLOCK OF (species, if known) (size, if known) BIRDS...
should read:
FLOCK OF (if known: {species} I i_ known: (size} BIRDS) ....
The second example contains the digit "nine"; everywhere else that digit reads
"niner."
The phraseology is not consistent with the Note. The first alternative for the
phraseology reads:
(Identification}, PROCEED (direction)-BOUND, (other instructions or
information as neces_,ary).
However, the Note states: It is important that the pilot be aware ot the fact
that the directions or headings being provided are suggestions or are advisory
in nature...
Proposed revision:
<Identification>. SUGGEST PROCEED ¢direction>-BOLN D.
The phraseology is inconsistent with the procedural description: the orders in
which the _,arious pieces of information are listed d:ffer.
The phraseology is not consistent with that of 5-10tbt21 and 5-1Ola: it
does not provide foc specification of speed in terms of math. TP, is has
been corrected in the revised grammar that _: accepted b_ tile parser
_see 4.ppendix B).
(5-101b): REDUCE SPEED: l-C) (specified speed), or (number" of knots) KNOTS. THEN,
DESCEND AND MAINTAIN (altitude).
or
DESCEND ,ND MAINTAIN (altitude). THEN. REDUCE SPEED: TO (specified speed in
knots), or TO MACH (mach number), or (number of knots) KNOTS.
Revised: (SLOW TO (SPEED <speed>l <machnumber>) I REDUCE SPEED BY i<number>
KNOTS I <roach number>)). THEN, DESCEND AND MAINTAIN <altitude_,.
or
DESCEND AND MAIXITAIN <altitude>. THEN, {SLOW TO/SPEEd<speed> <roach
number>) I REDUCE SPEED BY I<number> KNOTS I <mach number>)).
Revised phrases related to confusion among various measurements:
(4-45a): MAINTAIN/CRUISE ALTITUDE. MAINTAIN (altitude) UNTIL(t_me). or PAST
(fix), or (number of miles or minutes) MILES/MINUTE,5 PA:_T tfixl.
Revised: :MAINTAIN/CRUISE ALTITUDE.
or
MAINTAIN <altitude> (UNTIL <time> I PAST <fix> I (FOR A DISTANCE OF <number'>
MILES I FOR A TIME OF <number> MINUTES) PAST <fix>).
APPENDIXF: INSUFFICIENCIESINTHEGRAMMARSPECIFICATION
-6a • (Identification) LOW ALTITUDE ALERT. CHECK YOUR ALTITUDE
IMMEDIATELY. THE, as appropriate, MEA/MV&/MOC-_/M[A IN YOUR AREA IS
(altitude),
or if past the final approach fix (notlprecisiot_ approach), or the outer m.,_rker,
or the fix used in lieu of the outer marker (precision marker),
THE, as appropriate, MDA/DH (if known) IS (altitude).
The last part of phraseology is unclear, ie, to what the phrase "if known" refers,
and what should be spoken if it's not known.
2-18" ( Reques ted opera t ion) A P PRO VE D.
UNABLE (requested operation).
When necessary.
(reason and/or additional instructions).
Phraseology needed for "reques ted opera t ion".
2-20' CAUTION WAKE TURBULENCE (traffic information).
What is meant by "traffic information"? Does that pertain to phraseology
specified for use when alerting aircraft about other aircraft in close proximity'?
Need clarification/phraseology.
2-21a(7), 2-34, 2-73, 2-75, 2-79, 2-83: Total lack of phraseology.
2-21b: First example is inconsistent with the phraseology. The phrase "descending to
one six thousand" is not accounted for. Is the phraseology insufficient:
2-55: What are the approved codes to designate aircraft type, ;s listed in the
"Contractions Handbook"?
2-90c: What areatl the possible colors that can be used todes_gn _ean L/MF a_rway?
2-90e:
2-I01c:
What are all the possible letter combinations for MTRs?
ATTENTION ALL AIRCRAFT. SIGMET/CONVECTIkF S_GMET/CENT?_R
WEATHER -XDVISORY lident.). (Brief description or area affectedaud type
of weather.)
To whom/what does "ident." refer? Need phraseolog.,, for "Brief description cf
area affected and type of weather." Can _e make use ofe:isting
phraseology, eg. that gi_,en in 2-103 to describe "area affected"?
2-102d, 2-10b, 2-I07' Total lack of phraseology.
APPENDIXG:NOTESONTHEPARSER
Code Structure
The principle function of the parser is yyparse, which repeatedly calls the principle
function generated by lex, yylex. Very simple main and error handling functions are
provided in theyacc library. Although the current p:rser makes use of these standard
library routines, more elaborate routines could be written to replace them.
Description of Executable
The parser is run by entering the commanda.out. The rules in yacc have been specified
such that the parser will continue to accept input until either t l an error is encountered,
or 2) the phrase Over (with upper or lower case O and with or without a period) is
entered. Obviously, the choice of Over to signal the end of a ses,ion was arbitrary and
any other phrase or character combination could be substituted quite easily, lfanerror is
encountered, ie, an incorrect token is returned from yylex, the _tandard error routine is
called, which prints the token and message syntax error, and the session is terminated.
If yylex encounters input that does not match any rule, it simply prints that input to the
standard output (the screen in this case) and continues processing the input until it
recognizes a token, which it then returns to yyparse. In other words, yyparse is ne,_er
made aware of the superfluous input, so a syntax error is not generated.
In order to force the generation of an error in such cases, a "wild card" rule was added to
the lex input so that any string of alphanumeric characters not recognized bv one of the
other rules would return the token ERR. Although this yielded the desired result, it has
the unfortunate side effect of greatly limiting the number of rules that could be defined
in the lex input. The wild card rule generates sucha huge number of transitions in the
deterministic finite automaton, that it limits to an unacceptable degree the number of
other rules that can be specified.
Therefore, the wild card rule has been removed from the lex input, so the current parker
merely prints out any extraneous input without generating an error. Thi_ could be
changed by writing a different version ofyylexby hand. Alternatively. there may be a
fairly straight forward way of accomplishing it via the lex input file, but that needs
further investiga tion.
Division of Rules between L:x and Yacc
Tl-:e guiding principle used in the parser developed titus far has been to define in lex basic
units of the grammar that are used in rnL_ltiple fragmeuts unless t:_ese units are ext_'emely
complex. For" example, TIME is defined :s a token. On the other hand. although "fix" is
used as a basic component throughout thephraseolog', the def;nition of fix is much too
complex to justify its definition asa token. Moreove:-. several of itssubcomponents are
tJsed (as basic components in and of themselves) in other fragments. ALTITUDE was
originally defined as a token in lex that could be returned b_ _ne _f t_o rules, one for
altitude and the other for flight level. However, the t,_or_des were _ubseqt:ently
transferred to yacc. and the original token was solit into t_,,o separate tokens tone for
a!t!tude and one for fiigil: level) because altitude (in the uax'row sense of the word) was
explicitly used in the phraseology.
ORIGINAL PAGE I_
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In important note here is that items such as location names and facility names have ben
implemented as tokens such that the actual proper nouns are listed as separate lex r'ul_
that return the appropriate token, eg, Boston, Baltimore. Chicago. Atlanta and Los
Angeles all return the token LNAME. The proper way to handle this is to define a
marker, such as a per cent sign, to prefix any proper name. and then have an action.
associated with the yacc rule containing the token, that calls a subroutine to check a
:able (probably a B-Tree file) containing all the specific valid strings for that token.
Similarly, tokens that include numbers, such as TIME and HEADING, need to be screened
for invalid numbers. This can be accomplished fairly easily by associating an action _ith
each yacc rule that contains sucha token. The action should call a s_bro, :ine that ta:,es
a literal to identify the token type and the value of the specific token instance. 1he
subroutine could then do a simple table look-up and return a flag indicating whether the
value is valid.
As the grammar" increased in size, a number of problems were encountered, mostly
related to restrictions inyacc. ]he best overall solution would be to switch fromyacc to
bison. Bison, which is distributed _y the Free Software Foundation. is almost identical t,
yacc, but with fewer restrictions. No changes need to be made to theyacc input file
before running bison. Th;s was tested using theyacc input file for the parserdescrib__d
here, and no problems were encountered.
APPENDIX H:
Keywords for the CALLBACK Language-errors Database,
with Frequencies,
as printed by the Database Itself
Frequencies of keywords for CALLBACK Stack - Page 1
(9) Created on 7/12/88 (1)
(5) Created on 7/22/88 (6)
(3) Created on 7/29/88 (10)
(4) Created on 8/10/88 (46)
(1 4) Created on 3/21/89 (27)
(8) Created on 3/22/89 (10)
(9) Created on 3/30/89 (5)
(6) Created on 4/3/89 (1)
(8) Created on 4/4/89 (1)
(12) Created on 4/6/89 (2)
(5) Created on 4/7/89 (1)
(8) Created on 4/11/89 (2)
(15) Created on 4/12/89 (4)
(6) Created on 4/19/89 (1)
(7) Created on 4/25/89 (2)
(7) Created on 4/26/89 (28)
(15) Created on 4/27/89 (1)
(6) Created on 4/29/89 (6)
(1) Created on 4/30/89 (1)
(8) Created on 5/4/89 (4)
(1 1) Created on 5/5/89 (1)
(22) Created on 5/13/89 (2)
(28) Created on 5/14/89 (1)
(217) Modified on 8/30/89 (4)
(12) 1979 (3)
(21) 1980 (4)
(27) 1981 (8)
(23) 1982 (7)
(18) 1983 (4)
(17) 1984 (2)
(28) 1985 (59)
(24) 1986 (7)
(23) 1987 (66)
(22) 1988 (1)
(2) 1989 (1)
(3) ABSENT-EQUIPMENT FAILURE (2)
(8) ABSENT-NOT SENT ( 1 )
ACKNOWLEDGE
ADDRESSEE
ALTIMETER
ALTITUDE BUST
AMBIGUOUS PHRASEOLOGY
APPROACH
APRIL 81
APRIL 82
APRIL 83
APRIL 84
APRIL 85
APRIL 86
APRIL 87
APRIL 88
ASRS
ASSUMPTION
ATC
I
ATIS
AUGUST 79
AUGUST 80
AUGUST 81
AUGUST 83
AUGUST 84
AUGUST 85
AUGUST 86
AUGUST 87
CALL SIGN
CAPTAIN
CENTER
CLEAR
CLEARANCE
CLIPPING
CONTROLLER
COPILOT
DECEMBER 79
DECEMBER 80
DECEMBER 81
Frequencies of keywords for CALLBACK Stack - Page 2
(4) DECEMBER82 (4) JANUARY 87
( 1) DECEMBER84 (2) JANUARY 88
(4) DECEMBER85 ( 1) JULY 79
(2) DECEMBER86 ( 1) JULY 82
(2) DECEMBER87 (3) JULY 83
(3) DECEMBER88 (3) JULY 84
(13) DELIBERATE (3) JULY 85
(3) FAILURE TO REPLY (1) JULY 86
(2) FATIGUE (1) JUNE 80
(4) FEBRUARY 80 (2) JUNE 81
(1) FEBRUARY 81 (1) JUNE 82
(1) FEBRUARY 82 (1) JUNE 85
(2) FEBRUARY 84 (2) JUNE 86
( 1) FEBRUARY 85 (2) JUNE 88
(2) FEBRUARY 86 (3) KEYING
(2) FEBRUARY 88 ( 1) LTSS
( 1) FEBRUARY 89 (4) MARCH 80
(3) FIRST OFFICER (2) MARCH 82
( 19) FLIGHT LEVEL (2) MARCH 83
( 16) FREQUENCY (4) MARCH 84
(3) GARBLEDPHRASEOLOGY ( 1) MARCH 85
(3) HARRASSMENT ( 1) MARCH 86
( 13) HEADING (3) MARCH 87
(1) HELICOPTER (3) MARCH 88
(6) IDENTIFIER ( 1) MARCH 89
(1 6) INACCURACIES IN CONTENT (1) MAY 85
(23) INACCURATE- TRANSPOSITION(1 ) MAY 80
(1) INACURRATE - TRANSPOSITION(1 ) MAY 82
(5) INCOMPLETECONTENT (2) MAY 83
(5) INTERFERENCE (4) MAY 85
(5) IRONIC (2) MAY 86
( 1) JANUARY 80 (2) MAY 87
(1 1) JANUARY 81 ( 1) MAY 88
(5) JANUARY 82 (4) MICROPHONE
( 1) JANUARY 83 (26) MISINTERPRETABLE
( 1) JANUARY 84 ( 1) MISSING
(2) JANUARY 86 (22) MISUNDERSTANDING
Frequencies of keywords for CALLBACK Stack - Page 3
(3) MCI3E (1) NO. 35
(14) NO RADIO ( 1) NO. 36
(1) NO. 1 (1) NO. 37
(3) NO. 100 (2) NO. 39
(2) NO. 102 (2) NO.4
(2) NO. 103 ( 1) NO. 40
(2) NO. 104 (4) NO. 41
(3) NO. 105 (4) NO. 42
( 1) NO. 106 ( 1) NO. 43
(1) NO. 107 (2) NO. 45
(2) NO. 108 ( 1) NO. 46
(1) NO. 11 (2) NO. 47
(6) NO. 112 (3) NO. 49
(2) NO. 113 (2) NO. 5
(3) NO. 114 (2) NO. 50
(1) NO. 116 (1) NO. 51
(1) NO. 117 (5) NOo52
( 1) NO. 12 ( 1) NO. 53
(4) NO. 14 ( 1) NO. 55
(2) NO. 15 (2) NO. 56
( 1 ) NO. 16 (4) NO. 57
(1) NO. 17 (2) NO. 58
(2) NO. 18 ( 1 ) NO. 6
(1 1) NO. 19 (3) NO. 61
( 1 ) NO. 2 ( 1 ) NO. 62
( 1 ) NO. 20 ( 1 ) NO. 64
(5) NO. 22 (2) NO. 65
(2) NO. 24 ( 1 ) NO. 66
(1) NO. 26 (1) NO. 68
(2) NO. 27 ( 1 ) NO. 69
(4) NO. 28 ( 1 ) NO. 7
(5) NO. 3 ( 1 ) NO. 70
( 1 ) NO. 30 (3) NO. 71
(5) NO. 31 (1) NO. 72
( 1 ) NO. 32 (2) NO. 73
(2) NO. 33 (4) NO. 74
( 1 ) NO. 34 (3) NO. 75
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(3) NO. 76 (2)
(2) NO. 77 (22)
(4) NO. 78 (2)
(2) NO. 79 (1)
(4) NO.8 (4)
(2) NO. 80 (1)
(1) NO. 81 (5)
(2) NO. 82 (1)
(2) NO. 83 (3)
(2) NO. 84 (2)
(1) NO. 85 (3)
(3) NO. 86 (6)
(4) NO. 87 (14)
(2) NO. 88 (33)
(1) NO. 89 (28)
(4) NO. 9 (59)
(2) NO. 90 (2)
(4) NO. 91 (1)
(3) NO. 93 (8)
(4) NO. 94 (45)
(2) NO. 95 (16)
(4) NO.98 (4)
(1) NO. 99 (7)
(2) NO.71 (5)
(3) NOISE (2)
(6) NON-COOPERATION (2)
( 1 ) NON-COOPERATIVE (2)
( 1 0) NON-RESPONSE ( 1 )
(1 5) NON-STANDARD (3)
(1) NOT (4)
(2) NOVEMBER 79 ( 1 )
( 1 ) NOVEMBER 80 (8)
(4) NOVEMBER 82 (4)
( 1 ) NOVEMBER 83 (2)
(2) NOVEMBER 84 (2)
(2) NOVEMBER 85 ( 3 )
( 1 ) NOVEMBER 86 ( 1 3)
NOVEMBER 88
NUMBERS
OCTOBER 79
OCTOBER 80
OCTOBER 81
OCTOBER 82
OCTOBER 83
OCTOBER 84
OCTOBER 85
OCTOBER 86
OCTOBER 87
OCTOBER 88
_Y
PILOT
PILOT DISTRACTION
PILOT ERROR
POSITION
PRAGMATIC
PRESUPPOSITION
READBACK
RECIPIENT NOT MONITORING
RESTRICTIONS
RUDE
SEPTEMBER 79
SEPTEMBER 80
SEPTEMBER 81
SEPTEMBER 82
SEPTEMBER 83
SEPTEMBER 85
SEPTEMBER 86
SEPTEMBER 87
SPEED
SQUAWK
TCA
TERMS
TO
TRAFFIC
Frequencies of keywords for CALLBACK Stack - Page 5
(2)
(3)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(1)
(3)
TRANSMITTER
"TWO
UNCONTROLLED AIRPORT
UNTIMELY TRANSMISSION
VECTOR
VOLUME
WARNING SOUNDED
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adoption committees, educational pub-
llsixrs, testing services, and a host ofpro-
ft'_ional omganizadons. To those organi-
zations Anncnberg ha._added yet another:
the Annenbcrg National Institute for
School Rcform.
It must Ix said that a haaadfial of these
professionals understand the problems
they face and work hard to solve them.
Theodore .IL Sizcr of Brown University, to
whom Armenbcrg has given $50,000,000
for his Coalition of Essential SdaooL% is an
example of an honest man speaking truth
m the profession and the pubUc in books
_ke Horacets Compromise: ReAeyigmn 8 the
Amebean H_h ,¢_chaoLMore often, how-
o_r. true reform has come from o=tsiders
like Wendy Kopp, whose organi_ation.
Teach For America, offers a route into
blighted urban classrooms for outstanding
college graduates m though not without
opposition. Schools of educadon and
union offidais know a threat to their cer-
tification monopoly when they see one.
Sizer has been #yen significant author-
ity by. ArtnenIxrg, but it ishard tO imag-
ine how one man, even with allies, can
steal a victoryfrom the champions of the
status quo. The problem is that the culture
of education --especially in academia --
has a pronounced distaste for mavericks
like Sizer a_d Kopp. It drives away tho_
who don't play the funding and research
game. Jonathan Kozol argues this com-
peilingly in Illiterate Amerqca. l.n a typi-
cal example, he observes that whoa he set
up the National Literacy Center, he "was
accused of compromising acadcrrie inter-
ests by [his.] faUure to assign'the first funds
r,_sed to salaries for do<toral assistants."
Kozoi would have happily supported a
vital constellation of talent that yielded
real w_rk on the outside, but as a veteran
of literacy wars he had no illu_ons about
the incentives that drive educational pro-
fessionalJsm.
Unfortunately, there ks little evidence
that Annenberg has heeded the lessons
of Kozol or Kopp or considered the
rceotmdinr3 critiques of the education pn_-
fession--such as Ed Sd_ooL by the Uni-
versi W of CaLifornia at Berkeley's Geral-
dine J. Clifford, to name just one.
According to the December Itl, 1993,
New Tork 71"_mes,the Annenberg .Foun-
dation will make it_ fianding decisions not
only x_'ith Sizcr's help but _4th rise "assis-
r;mcc _ (ff_education experts." Add to this
the fact that Annenberg's largc.-,_¢ is con-
dngent on matching grants, and it's easy
to see how bland consensus w_ll triumph
over individual bfi.Uiance. A recent Ba:mn
Globe. story explains that even an appfica-
don for help through Sizer's Coalition of
EssentialSchools had first to be approved
by the Boston City School Committee.
Hurdles like this soon exhaust the ideal-
ism of even ¢.he most committed reform-
ors. Steven F. Wilson, advocate of charter
schools and author of Reinventing the
Schools: A Radical Plan for Boston, is
quoted in the Globe as warning of"a sub-
stantial danger that Mr. lhnnenberg will
discover he has only fed a light lunch to
the bureaucratic beast of the public school
monopoly." To the extent that regnant
powers are reinforced, A.nncnbcrg's
gG00,000,000 grant will actuaUy harm the
caum of school reform.
In short, if the Ar, nenbcrg Foundation
relies on the judgments of the experts,
they'!.l only recommend thcmsdves. Fund-
ing decisions will benefit the current pro-
_ssionaJ culture, which h_s [itde stake in
reform except as a rhetorical shield for
homing conferences, publishing research
monographs, producing dot'tom, masters,
and bachelors of education, creating new
instinttes and journals, and hiring profes-
sors and curriculum s'pecialists. A half bil-
lion dollam in TV Guide proceeds can do
a lot of that, but it won't help teenagers
,_o can't calculate pereentag_ or read this
page _ithout difficulty.
I speak from experience about rhe fate
of the philanthropic dollar, and I'm sure
others can speak to similar effect. When I
was a graduate student, for example, a
big private funding effort for school
reform in Michigan made headlines,
thanks to zMfred Taubman. the mall devel-
oper, who plunked dcav_ $50,000,000.
Shordy a_er the news broke I was encour-
aged to apply for one of the many new
graduate fellowships that were cert.,in to
be had. Never mind that I had never
taught in a public school, and was
engaged in studies that had little dis-
cemible relation to the Taubman project.
Thiswas payday. IfArmenberg's hundreds
of millions enjoy a similar fate, he would
have accomplished more by creating
50,000 scholarships of $ I 0,000 _ch for
private school tuidon for the needy, or _"
dividing the whole check among Sizer,
Kopp, Kozol, and a few other oudiers.
I concede it's not nice to strike such
dissonant chords when the mood is fes-
five. Big-time philanthropy has a way of
making people care and raising th¢;r
hopes. Here's mine: If Walter Anncnbe_
really has dropped a bomb, as media cov-
erage would have it, we should hop<: it
detonates, and on an appropriate target.
The decline of public education can only
be reversed if we begin with demolition
work.
William Rice teaches in the Expository
WHting program at Harvard Univemi_
and has wri_en on academic issues for The
Associated Writing Prog'rm'm Chronicle,
the Quarterly Review of Doublespeak,
and other jo_rnah.
Fatal Words:
Communication clashes
and aircraft crashes
BY STEVEN CUSHING
he kind of mimtatement3 and
misunderstandin_ that we all
make and experience in ordi-
nary conversation could have
fatal consequences in the communication
between a pilot and an air-traffic con-
troller. On March 27, 1977, the pilot of a
KLM 747 radioed =We are now at take-
off, _ as his plane beg'an roiling down the
runway in Tenerife, the Canary Islands
CEcum I)- The air-traffic controller mls-
takerdy took daisstatement to mean that
the plane was at the tak¢-offpoint, wait-
ing for further irum-uctions, and so did not
warn the pilot that another plane, a Pan
Am 747 that was not vi._ble in the thick
fog. was already on "..he runway. The
rc=ul_ng cr'ash killed 583 people in what
10_;t0attlt , s_.tl ttt_ • ,t_
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is still the most dcstrttctivc accident in avi-
ation history.
The KJ_M pilot's otherwise perplex-
in N use of the very r_onsta,,dard phrase
a* take-off, rather than ti_c ,nora starl-
dard phrase taking q_, can be explained
._ a subdc tbrm of what linguists refer to
.x_codc-_itching. Capful studies of bilin-
_Tal and muifilingx,sJ _t:>cakers have shown
thal. for reasons that arc not well under-
stood, the)" habitually ,¢witch back and
forth from one of their language_ to
another in d_c course ofa conversatson. In
the K.LM pilot's ca_. the present pro-
gre._ive tense of"a verb. which is ¢xprcs'_cd
in English by the verb's -b_# form, is
cxprer.scd in Dutch by the eqtdv_¢nt of at
plus the infinitive of the verb. For what-
c_'er ren._)n, l_rhaps fadgt,e or str_, d_c
Dutch pilot inadvertently switched into
l)utch grammatical con._tr,cti,m while
keeping the English words. The Spanish-
speaking controller had no ciuc that tl_is
was going on attd m interpreted thc a.r
most naturally as a locative word inditer.
mg a place, the take off point.
A different li)rm of co,to.switching
contributed to the accldcnt that occurred
at ]ohn Wayne Orange County. Aiqxort in
.Santa Ana, California. on Fcbrt, ary 17,
1981 (F/_ure 2). Air C.xl 336 was cleared
to land at the same time ms Air Cal 931
was cleared to taxi im'o _)si6t,,_ fi'_rtake-
off, but the controller decided that more
time was o_eded between the rwt,sci_cd-
ulcd events and so tt.-,ld3_6 to go around.
_or .,K_mcrea_m, the 336 captain resisted
d_is instn]ctio,_ by h.'tviug his copilot radio
for pcrmissitm re) continue landing, but
hc used the word bald, inadvertently
_vitching l'r,.ntcclmical aviation jargon
tO ordinary English vernacular. (In avia-
tion parlance, heid ahv._ys means stop
what you arc now doing; in this case, _at
would mean :he p,lot would contimte
circling rather than ._rtcmpt to land.) But
in ordinary English bald can also mean
to continue what )._,tt are now doing; in
this ca_m, to land. "1"hecontroller's stem-
ingly self-contradictory instruction to
931 to .qo ahead ,:nd bold at almosr
exactly dac -.,.ninetime further exacerbated
the sttuatit, n, especially in view of the
near-indistinguishability of the t_vo air-
crafts' identi ._ying call signs and the cow
sequent uncertainty as to just who was
being addressed with that instruction.
The resuhing confusion led to thirty-fi)ur
injuries, four of them serious, and the
complete de.,_.truetion of the aircraft when
Air CM .336 landed with its gc;u" ret.ractcd.
the pilot having finally decided to follow
instructions to go arotmd, with it too
late actually to do so.
Uncertainty of reference, rathcr th,-m of"
addressee, contributed substantially to .an
accident in the Florida Everglades on
December 29, 1972 (Fis_re 3).The East-
ern Airlines plane's pilot and crew had
been preoccupied with a nosogcar prob-
lem. which they had told several con-
trollers ab,)ut during their trip• When the
Miami International Airport approach
controller noticed on radar that their clc-
ration was declining, he radioed, "How
arc things cumin' along tip there?" and
they responded, "OK." The crew was
referring tO the nos_-gear problem, which,
as it h, ppmts, they had jusr managed to fix,
entirely unaware that there was any prob-
lem w/th elevation. However. the con-
troller interpreted the Of C as referringtO
the elevation problem, because that is
what he had had in mind when he radioed
the que:cdon. There were I O1 deaths from
the rc_ldng crash.
In my book F_,_al Wrmds: Communi-
cadan Clashes and Aircraft Cra.d_r(Uni-
versityof Chicago Press, 1993), I disctt._.
over 200 inddeots, some of which, like
these three, r_ulted in disastrous acci.
dents -- all of which easily could have
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been pr_nted if the communication dr-
cumstanccs in each case had bccn only
slightly different. Some of these incidents
were caused by mundanc factors: dlstmc-
dons, fatigue, impatience, ob._tk_acy,
uncoopcrativcness, frivolousness, or cress"
conflict, and could have been prevented or
ameliorated through better conditions,
training, or digipGne. But the mort seri.
ous -- and more interc.sting -- commu-
nication problems are those that ari_ from
inherent charactcris6cs ofl,-mguage itself,
from reference confusion, or from the
inferences that are drawn in d_e course of
linguistic communication.
Language is replete with ambiguity.
The presence in a word or phrase of more
than one possible meaning or inteq_rcta-
don, such as at in the Tenerifc case or
be/d in the John Wayne case:, and with
homophony., different words that sound
_xactly or almost alike, such as to am'l two,
which actually led to a fatal acddcat at a
soudtcast Asian airport, or I_:/_ and we.q';
peeullarities ofpunctuatlon or intonation.
such z_ back on _ the pan:errs, back -- mt
the power; and the complexity, of speech
acts: whld_ correspond only ;n the most
indlrcct ways to sentence or statement
types -- all th¢_e can wreak hav_x in cvcn
the simplest ofsltuations. For example.
when a pilot misconstrued the phrase
traffic... +_d a+6000to be an instruc-
tion for hlmsclfmcaning [descend to and
remain]/eve/at 6000 I.b,:e_usc oftral_c I:
rather than an assertion about his traffic
meaning [the traffic is] level at 6000. as
the controller intended.
Pronouns, such as him or i_, or indef-
initc nouns such as things in the F.vcr-
glad_ case, can have multiple references
that are not easily distinguishcd in a con-
versation, and the ttse Of a word like
antic*pare or of unfamiliar tcrmlnology
can create expectations that have no thc-
tual bm_is. Extensive repetition of cssen-
Figure3: Miami latteta_tional Air-
port, Miami, Florida, Dccmneer 29, 2972
2884:05 F.AL 40l: Ah, tower this is
Eastern, ah four zero one, it looks ike
w_:'re gtmna have to c/role, mr d_hu_t
a ligiTt on our nase_aryet
2334.-14 Toa,em. Eastern four oh one
hear); roger, pull up, d/rob straight
ahead to t_vo thousand, go back to
apptwach control, o_e t_nty eight fix.
2334".21 F_.AL401: Okay, going up to
two cbousand, onc _verRy eight fit.
2835:09 F2_ 401: All right, ah,
al_c,rm_ eont'roL Eastern four zero one,
_'re right over the aiq:_'t here and
climbing to t_ thousand feet, in fact.
we'_: just reached two _ho=sand fern and
pr.
2336",27 MLA App C_,en:Eastern four
oh one, turn left heading three zero zero.
2338:46 F_,A.L401: Eastern four oh
one_l go ah, out west _ a lit'de fiarth_"
if_ mu here_ad, ah, s_ ff_e can
get this light to come on hexe.
2341 &fond 0ffi=r _'a,/a cockp/c1
can't see it. it's pitch dark and I throw
the little light, I get, ah: nothing.
2341:40 MLA App Con: Eastern. ab,
four t)h one how art rb/ng_ con,in'
along out ther¢_
2341:44 E_L401: Okay, we'd llke to
turn around and comc, come back in.
2341:47 MZA ,App Con: Eastern four
oh orm turn left heading one eight zero.
22.4:2:12: IMPACT: Aircraft cr.x_hes
into the Everglades.
ut the more
serious -- and
more interesting-
communication
problems are those
that arise from
inherent charac- !
itself, from refer-
ence confusion, or
from the inferences
daat arc drawn in
the course of
linguistic com-
munication.
tiallv the same instruction, such as
cleared to __feet or expedite, can lull a
pilot into inattention. Similarly, overlap-
ping number ranges that are shared by
several aviation parameters (for exam-
pie, 240 can lx a flight level, a hcading,
or an air speed'l inevitably breed confu-
sions, requiring almost constant mutual
or self-correction.
Problems with radios, st_ch as being
tuned to thewrong fi'equtmo,.', can prevent
an instruction from being heard even
when the mc_sage ir_elfls ctcar. A perfectly
well-formed and meaningfxtl m_mage can
_tilt cause problems when, for some rea-
_,n it is not sent: i_ _ent. but is not heard:
I 0 _, t 0 #1 | $ I _ _ [ i t 9 _ 4 St
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issent and heard, but sdll not (mderstood;
or is sent, heard, and understood, but not
rcmcmbcred by the listenar.
()nc source of0_¢ proLqcm is that the
aviation protocol w_s not designed sys-
tem.a6cally, but is a hodgepodge that grov
ad line as new inventions and innovations
were introduced. However "re-engineer-
ing" tl}c system: that is, redesigning it
from scratch, would reqtuir¢ dosing the
world down for scvcra.I ye:u's as pilots and
corttroller* try tu forget '.that they have
learned and $ct rctraincd in whatever n_v
prex:edures and terminologies might be
devclopcd.
A more realistic approach would
involve intensive ef'f'ort_ to tc'acb pilot5 and
controllers about the subtle nuances of
hnguage anti communication and about
how their own and other people's safc_"
depend on tlleir willingness to use lan-
guage nmre mindfully. For example, the
Aviation Safety Reporting System of
NA.SA.Amcs Research Ccmcr in Moun-
tain View, California, the center that
fhnded the study reported in Fatal Words,
imucs alerts on threats to aviation safety
that it finds to be particularly prevalent.
Some of them im,olve is.,a,tes of language
and communication. And the Centre de
Linguistique Appliquc¢ of the Univcrsite
de Franche-Comt_ in Besangon, France,
develops linguistically sophisticated train-
ing materials for pilots and controllers
and sponsors a trieruxial International Avi.
anon English Forum, at wMch I presented
some of the results repotted m Fatal
t_mis in 1991.
However, much more needs to be
done in this area, cspecialJy in the United
States, where English is taken fi)r _rantcd
as a langua$c that cvcryemc is expected
LIGHTA Quarterly /_of Light Verse,Satire. & tartly.ms
Ogden Nash Bash a. ,,,_
i.F. Nims, Dish. more.. _ iL_, a
"l wonder," said Noah. ''a
"Did we briar in d_e Peoto:o,!"
"Dnn't wart.,-." said his dautthter.
"XVe've some in the dr/nking ,a.'atcr."
_WILLIAM D. 8Ag.N'O"
hlhtcription,_: $1Z/yr (4 i._ttes). $18 foreign.
VISA/Me: 1-800-285-444& Or check* to
LIGHT. BOX 7500, Chicaeo, IL 60680.
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to speak in a .qtandard way In Europe, by
contrast, v.'here there arc multiple lan-
guage.% people have to take lmguistlc
i_*ucs more stria,sly.
Another path that needs to be pursued
is the d¢'vclopment of appropriate com-
mtmicat/on rex,Is. "l]_crc arc no sure fixes
for emergency situations, which require
split-second decisk,ns by human being.s,
but technology can be used to reduce the
number ofemcrgency situations that ar_e.
A dom-to-ideM u_lution tO at least some
of these sorts of problems would be the
development of an intelligent voice inter-
fact _'or aviation communication. Such a
device would mouitor communications
and filter out polcntia[ linguistic confu-
sions, checking _s4th the speaker for d,'u'i-
fication before conveying messages, and
monitoring tile ain:rafi's state, providing
t_eded eallouts attmn|atically. Such a sys-
tem would bc valuable on-line as a safe D"
device in real-time, but would be useful
also _ a training device, an aid to devel-
oping an a_'arcnc_ in Ix)th pilots and con-
teollcr_ of the kinds ofllngnistic construc-
tions they ought to avoid, while
conditioning them, to st)me extent, to
do so.
Developing _,ch a _ystem would
require extcns;ve further research to solve
many still open questions ofsciendfic [in-
guistie.s, such as the problem of speech
recognition (how to extract a meanjngful
signal From an acous6c wave). ThL_ prob-
lem has became tractable technologically
for individual words but still resis_ soltt-
don fur more extended utterances.
There are also many unsolved prob-
lems of what linguists call pragmatics, or
the ways in which context can effect the
meg.n/ha of an utterance. For example, the
sentence I Imve some j'ree rime m_m$ one
thing during a discussion about one's
work schedule, but means something
quite different when driving up to a park-
ing meter. With very little effort, people
routil_dy distingxlish soch n_ning3 in rc_
conversations bttt exactly how they do
that and how a device could duplicate this
process remains tO be discovered. The
only certainty is that a workable intelligent
_oic¢ interface is not likely to ix dcvclop_l
for this or the next generation of avia-
tion.
In the meantime, and in parallel with
that research, it may be more fruitful to
develop llm,ted system_, in which a visu;d
interface for pro_e_,ing a more restricted
English-llke language ;s used. A prototype
version of such a system, the Aviation
Interface Research (AIR) System, has
been dcvdoped under my supervision by
some of my graduate studenL_ at Boston
Univemi_. and is described in Fatal Words.
AIR ur.¢s a s_t_m of n_ted men_ to
send messages back and forth boP.teen
_vo Madnto*h computers, which simulate
pilot and controller interfaces. When a
message is entered from one of the user
interfaces, a program called a paner checks
that it is correctly formed with _ct to
the restricted En_Lsh-Eke language that is
used by the ,_'stem. If it is acceptable, it is
transmitted to the other interface, where
it appears at the top of the screen; ifnec.
e._sary, an error message is returned to
the sender instead. Menu screens are
invoked by selecting icons, and me_,_ages
are constructed by, _lecting buttons that
contain actual words or phrases that are
echoed at the bottom of the sending
screen. As the ,wstem is currcndy set up,
the selections arc made by mouse. But
they could just as well be made by toucl_-
._reen.
As it now stand,, AIR _crves mainly to
illustrate the cormept and demonstrate the
fe_ib[llty of an error-r_istant visual mes-
sage-sending-and-reccivlng system for
nvo-way fir-ground pilot-controller com-
munication. Work has begun on a soaond
vernon that is envisioned as having further
features that will improve on the current
system in several _)_.. For example, it _dil
be po_dble to prt_de bilirtgua/screens, in
English and in the _*.er's own language, to
cnabl¢ the crew or controller to check
the correctness of rues, ages they ,_'ant to
send or to test their tmderstas_ding of me,-
sages the3.' receive. It willalsobe po_ibl¢
to have the ._'stcm choose randomly from
a _t of,_'nonyrnot, alternative formula-
dons of an instruction in order to pre-
empt the semi-hypno6c boredom that is
induced by repeatedly receiving instruc-
tions in exactly the _me form.
8trven Cushin a it an u.gociate profes_ of
computer science at Boseon Univemtry. He
was a rammer faculty rescamh fellow in
human factory at NASA-Amcr Research
Center in Mount*tin [_e'w, California. in
1987 and 1988 and :n ]'light manage-
ment at NASA -Langley Re_earr, b Center
in Hampeem, _Trginia, in 1989.
